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HYDRODEFENSE  PROTECTION

PROTECTING YOUR INVESTMENT

HYDRODEFENSE  STORAGE SOLUTIONS

OUTSIDE ENGINEERING

MANUFACTURERS TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE ON SITE

At PS Flood Barriers™ we understand that protecting your investment is a priority, and to ensure your 
investment stands the test of time, there are additional opportunities available. From concept to completion, 
these opportunities will give you peace of mind.

To learn more about these opportunities and detailed pricing, give us a call today - 877.446.1519

Flood Plank Cart - For a reliable and economical storage solution, the Flood Plank Cart 
provides convenient storage and accessability for HydroDefense Flood Planks while they 
aren’t in use. When flooding conditions are imminent, it serves as an easy, reliable way 
to transport HydroDefense Flood Planks to the installation site, and away once flood 
waters recede. 

Storage Locker - This storage system includes the Flood Plank Cart (without casters) 
and is constructed with 16 gauge galvanneal sheeting in a powder coat gray finish. 
Capacity varies by HydroDefense Flood Plank model.

Racking System - The racking system can be used for a storage solution in your 
facility for flood barrier products that aren’t in use. This option is customizable to 
your specific project. Keep your facility organized and your flood barriers easily 
accessible for when the need arises.

Shipping Container - The shipping container option uses the above racking system 
to hold the flood planks in place. Customers can either purchase the racking system 
and mount it to their shipping container or PS Flood Barriers can provide a price for 
a shipping container with the racking system installed.

PS Flood Barriers works with licensed professional engineers who provide stamped calculations based on the 
state in which the project’s building/structure will be constructed or substantially improved upon. Stamped 
calculations can be provided for projects located in almost any state in the U.S. and most Canadian provinces.

PS Flood Barriers offers an Onsite Manufacturer’s Technical Representative for when your flood products are 
ready for installation. For a contracted fee, a representative will be onsite to ensure a smooth installation process 
and provide training on the new products.

Storage capacity for the Flood Plank Cart and Storage Locker based on 
Flood Plank model:
 FP-530: holds up to 26 total planks
 FP-530 Reinforced: holds up to 21 total planks
 FP-535: holds up to 12 total planks
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